In applications of symbolic computation an often required but complex procedure is finding Gröbner bases for polynomial ideals. Hence it is obvious to realize parallel algorithms to compute them. There are already flavours of the F4 algorithm like [4] and [13] using the special structure of the occurring matrices to speed up the reductions on parallel architectures with shared memory. In this paper we start from these and present modifications allowing efficient computations of Gröbner bases on systems with distributed memory. To achieve this we concentrate on the following objectives: decreasing the memory consumption and avoiding communication overhead. We remove not required steps of the reduction, split the columns of the matrix in blocks for distribution and review the effectiveness of the SIMPLIFY function. Finally we evaluate benchmarks with up to 256 distributed threads of an implementation being available at https://github.com/svrnm/parallelGBC.
Introduction
Parallelization is one of the most used methods to improve the performance of existing software. But it should be introduced systematically. One chooses the most time-consuming segments of a program and tries to improve these first. In applications of symbolic computation an often required but complex procedure is finding Gröbner bases for polynomial ideals. Therefore it is obvious to realize parallel versions of algorithms to compute them. Although it is possible to use Buchberger's algorithm [14] , we favour Faugère's algorithm F4 [3] since the reduction is done due to matrix transformation which is known for being well parallelizable.
There are already parallel flavours of F4 like [4] and [13] using the special structure of the occurring matrices to speed up the reduction. Both approaches have been developed for multicore and multiprocessor systems with shared memory. For these systems the number of parallel processing units is limited and currently there are not many platforms serving more than 64 processors. Compared with that clusters of several suchlike computers can have an theoretical unlimited number of processors. This advantage comes with the downside of distributed memory: realizing algorithms requires to consider that data has to be transfered. By that memory duplication and communication overhead are introduced.
In the following we start from the mentioned developments for shared memory systems and present modifications which will finally allow efficient computation of Gröbner bases also for systems with distributed memory. To achieve this we have concentrated on the following objectives: reducing the memory consumption and avoiding communication overhead. We remove needless steps of the reduction, split the columns of the matrix in blocks for distribution and review the effectiveness of the SIMPLIFY function.
At the end we will evaluate benchmarks of an implementation using eight distributed nodes having 32 processor cores each. The source code is available at https://github.com/svrnm/ parallelGBC.
Notations
In the following we will use the notation of [11] . Hence K denotes a field and K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] the polynomial ring over K in n indeterminantes. T n is defined as the set of all terms x α1 1 · . . . · x αn n . σ is a term ordering on this set. For a polynomial f ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] with f = m i=1 c i · t i , where c i ∈ K and t i ∈ T n for all i, we call the set Supp(f ) := {t 1 , . . . , t m } support of f . Then the leading term of f is defined as LT σ (f ) := t k = max σ (Supp(f )) and the leading coefficient is LC σ (f ) := c k .
Let F := {f 1 , . . . , f s } ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] \ {0} be a set of polynomials. Then I := F is the ideal generated by F. The elements of the set B := {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i < j < s} are called critical pairs. For each critical pair exists an S-polynomial S i,j :=
and t j,i :=
. The set F is a σ-Gröbner basis of I if for all critical pairs the S-polynomials can be reduced to zero by the elements of F with respect to σ.
If not stated otherwise we will use the degree reverse lexicographic termordering (DegRevLex) and the finite field with 32003 elements (F 32003 ) for examples and benchmarks.
Preliminaries
The F4 algorithm was introduced by Faugère in 1999 [3] . By using the special structure of the matrix and column-based parallelism Faugère and Lachartre introduced a parallelization improving the performance remarkable [4] . We have presented another modification [13] for F4 speeding up the computation by row-based parallelization.
In the following we give a quick summary about Gröbner bases computation and the mentioned developments. For a given set of polynomials F := {f 1 , . . . , f s } ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] \ {0} generating an ideal I = F a σ-Gröbner basis G = {g 1 , . . . , g t } ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] can be computed using the F4 algorithm by the following four steps:
1. Create and update the set of critical pairs B using Gebauer's and Möller's UPDATE function [6] . This function guarantees that the leading terms t i,j · f i = t j,i · f j of the minuend and subtrahend of the S-polynomial is unique among the critical pairs.
2. Select a subset of all critical pairs for reduction using the normal or the sugar cube strategy [7] . At this point the details are not relevant. For our benchmarks we chose the sugar cube strategy. Although we have to mention that our implementation supports the normal strategy and for some of the polynomial systems we used as example this strategy might perform better.
3. Symbolic preprocess the selected pairs to obtain a coefficient matrix representing the S-polynomials. The matrix is additionally filled with rows representing reduction polynomials for each term which can be reduced using elements of the partial computed Gröbner basis G. The SIMPLIFY method can be applied to reuse results of previous reductions.
4. Reduce the generated matrix until row-echelon form. This is equivalent to top-reducing the S-polynomials. All non-zero rows of this matrix having leading terms which are not divisible by any element of G are inserted into G. As long as new elements are found the algorithm continues with step 1.
The most time-consuming step is the reduction of the coefficient matrix. The mentioned parallelizations of Lachartre and Faugère as well as our own approach concentrate on speeding up this step. We want to show how to use these improvements also for distributed parallel architectures, therefore we have to review them. Starting after symbolic preprocessing we obtain a coefficient matrix M which has to be reduced to a row-echelon form. M has n rows and m columns with m ≥ n and can be decomposed in submatrices:
1. Submatrices S 1 and S 2 arise from the subtrahends and minuends of the S-polynomials.
Since the UPDATE function guarantees that all polynomials have distinct leading terms the representing rows have unique pivot columns. Therefore S 1 and S 2 are upper-triangular.
2. Submatrix R represents the reduction polynomials. They were computed during symbolic preprocessing. For each reducible term there is only one reduction polynomial. Because of that R is upper-triangular.
3. Finally these submatrices can be split up in pivot and non-pivot columns. The pivots of R and S 1 are forming the submatrix A and the non-pivots the submatrix B. The submatrix S 2 is split into C containing its pivots and D containing the non-pivot columns. This notation was introduced in [4] .
The following example demonstrates the construction of a matrix occurring during Gröbner bases computations.
and let the polynomials
3 + x 3 form the ideal I := g 1 , g 2 , g 3 for which a Gröbner basis with respect to DegRevLex should be computed. Using UPDATE we get the critical pairs (2, 3) and (1, 2). They have the same sugar degree sugar(g 2 , g 3 ) = 3 = sugar(g 1 , g 2 ). So we reduce the following polynomials:
and as set of reduction polynomials we obtain:
At the end we get the following matrix M : Using this decomposition the (full) reduction of the matrix can be computed using the following algorithm:
1. Primary reduction: Reduce B to A −1 · B.
Secondary reduction: Reduce
3. Final reduction: Reduce D to its reduced row-echelon form using Gaussian elimination.
4. Optional reduction: Reduce B using the pivots of D.
Especially the primary reduction can be efficiently parallelized since the matrix is in upper triangular form and so all pivots are known. The primary and secondary reduction can be computed in parallel because a reduced row of B can be applied independently on rows of D.
After the final reduction all non-zero rows of D are elements of the Gröbner basis and can be used to compute further critical pairs. Matrix (AB) does not contain any required elements because by construction the pivots of A are equivalent to leading terms which are already contained in the Gröbner basis. Hence the fourth step is optional and only required if SIMPLIFY is used.
There are two different approaches to achieve parallelization: Column-based as suggested by Faugère and Lachatre and row-based as suggested by us. Actually these two are not mutually exclusive and we will use this property to advance the parallelism on architectures with distributed memory. In the following we will use the row-based approach for shared memory parallelism but one can easily see that all modifications are also applicable to the column-based approach of Faugère and Lachatre.
Matrix Distribution
In the case of the matrix reduction during Gröbner basis computation we have to consider how to distribute the coefficient matrices with least duplication and communication. Like any other parallel and distributed algorithm for transforming matrices into row echelon form we can choose between row-and column-based distribution or a combination of both.
If row-based or combined distribution is chosen the algorithm scatters rows or blocks among the computation nodes and these need to send rows from one to each other if they are required for further reductions. To reduce the communication overhead this needs to use a strategy which decides how the matrix is distributed. Since we use rows-based parallelization for the shared memory level and since the column-based distribution does play well with the special properties of Gröbner basis computations we didn't analyse the effectiveness of the row-based or combined approach.
If column-based distribution is chosen the pivot matrices A and C have to be send to all nodes and the non-pivot matrices B and D can be distributed without duplication. Since all pivots are preset for primary and secondary reduction this approach does only require communication before and after all reductions are done.
Furthermore the matrices are sparse and by using appropriate matrix formats the communication overhead can be reduced even more. We chose to store the off-diagonal elements of A and C in a coordinate list, i.e. there is one list storing tuples of row, column and value. This format allows reordering in parallel executable sets to improve the row-based parallelization as presented in [13] . For B and D a modified list of lists format is used storing pairs of row index and value for each column. This allows to distribute columns independently. As suggested in [8, Chapter 6] Table 1 shows that the final reduction can be computed on a single node because the submatrix D consumes only a tiny fraction of the whole matrix. One can easily check that this is true in general: the submatrices S 1 and S 2 have s rows each and the submatrix R has r rows. There are p pivot columns and n non-pivot columns. Hence the coefficient matrix has 2 · s + r rows and p + n columns. After primary and secondary reduction the final reduction only requires the submatrix D which has s remaining rows and n columns. Therefore all reduced columns can be gathered on one node which executes the Gaussian elimination on D.
Polynomial System Sugar degree primary matrix final matrix ratio (%) The optional reduction is an obstacle for the effectiveness of the algorithm since it requires that the reduced matrix D has to be distributed again to be applied on B. Because of that we examine if the optional reduction is useful at all. Even more we put to test, if the SIMPLIFY method and distributed computation play well together.
Simplifying the F4 Algorithm
Removing the optional reduction may scale down the required communication overhead and the reduction time. Even more, if SIMPLIFY isn't used during symbolic preprocessing, the distributed matrix has not to be gathered completely since the columns of the reduced matrix B are not required after primary and secondary reduction.
, where F k is finite subset of K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] Output: a non evaluated product, i.e. an element of
The SIMPLIFY method does not guarantee that a reduction is improved by reusing previous results. Actually SIMPLIFY proves it effectiveness mostly by application. Hence we require a best possible implementation of the method. Algorithm 1 is a repetition of the original SIMPLIFY [3] . It leaves some details open and there are some possibilities for optimization:
• Searching through all divisors of t is time consuming regarding the fact that only some divisors of u will satisfy the condition (u, f ) ∈ F j for j ∈ (1 ≤ j < d).
• To check if there exists a j with (u, f ) in F j it is important how F j is stored. A naive implementation will require to loop over all rows of F j until the condition is satisfied.
• This algorithm does not check if there is another j = j satisfying the condition and provides a better replacement.
To address these issues we propose the following modifications:
• All rows ofF 1 . . . ,F d−1 are stored in a two-dimensional map. The first key is a polynomial f and the second is a term u. This allows to update (u, f ) if a better replacement is found. By that only one value per pair is stored. This will decrease the required memory.
• The first map should provide a fast random access to the value of key f and the second map should have an ordering to allow a decreasing iteration of the possible terms. In this way the search space for possible replacements is reduced to the multiples of f only.
• The value of a map element is the reduced form of f · u.
We call this data structure SimplifyDB. We can provide an improved version of SIMPLIFY as shown by algorithm 2. Additionally we have to introduce a function to update the SimplifyDB. Therefore after reduction we execute algorithm 3 for each row ofF j + . The insertion step allows us to compare candidates for the SimplifyDB. In our implementation for two candidates the better is the one which has less elements in its support. This is equivalent to the first weighted length function wlen(p) = #Supp(p) in [2] . At this point we didn't try any other suggested weighted length function. SIMPLIFY can be improved even more. During symbolic preprocessing it is called twice: once for the selected critical pair (m, f ) with m ∈ T n and f ∈ G and once to create reduction Algorithm 2: SIMPLIFY with SimplifyDB Input: t ∈ T n a term, f ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] a polynomial, SimplifyDB Output: a non evaluated product, i.e. an element of
polynomials m · f with m ∈ T n and f ∈ G. As one can easily see the second input parameter is always an element of G. So it stands to reason to restrict SIMPLIFY: SIMPLIFY(t, i), where i is the index of g i ∈ G
Still there is the recursive call of SIMPLIFY taking a polynomial p as parameter which might not be an element of G. Recall that p was found in the SimplifyDB using f and a term u = t z , with z ∈ T n . With the knowledge, that f = g i ∈ G we can write p = f · u − r = g i · u − r, where r ∈ K[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is the sum of all reductions applied on f during a previous reduction step. The recursive call is looking for another polynomial p which simplifies
Hence if the SimplifyDB stores p at index (g i , z · u) instead of (p, z) the recursion is obsolete and SIMPLIFY can be replaced with algorithm 4 being recursion free.
Algorithm 4: New SIMPLIFY algorithm
Input: t ∈ T n a term, i is the index of g i ∈ G, SimplifyDB Output: a non evaluated product, i.e. an element of
Before benchmarking different variants of the distributed versions of the algorithm a first look at timings using only shared memory will thin out the number of combinations. For the following computations we used a system with 48 AMD Opteron TM 6172 cores having 64 gigabyte of main memory. The implementation of the parallelization for the shared memory is presented in [13] and in its latest version it is realized using Intel R Threading Building Blocks (TBB) and Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) for parallelization. Table 2 shows that the optional reduction is mostly useless and can be left out during Gröbner basis computation. Table 3 shows that our new recursion-free SIMPLIFY is also in practice faster and even more memory efficient.
Finally SIMPLIFY is improving performance by increasing memory usage and so for solving larger polynomial systems it might be possible to find a solution within the bounds of available memory by disabling SIMPLIFY. Consequently we will compare computations with and without the improved SIMPLIFY for the distributed parallel implementation in the following section. 
Benchmarks
For the following benchmarks of our distributed implementation we used a cluster of up to eight systems having 16 Intel R Xeon R E5-2670 cores with hyperthreading and 64 GB of RAM allowing us using up to 256 parallel threads. For data distribution we use the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and the Boost.MPI wrapper. Table 4 compares once again runtimes for computations with and without SIMPLIFY using one, two or four nodes. For all polynomial input systems the computation time goes up and the distribution has no positive effect. However we accomplished to speed-up the reduction time. This is not an inconsistency. The overall runtime goes up due to the communication overhead and the possibility to improve the performance is limited to decreasing the reduction time. Hence the problem is the small size of the given polynomial systems. Figure 1 illustrates this issue for Cyclic 9. Table 5 adds further and more difficult examples. Especially for Katsura 15 and Cyclic 10 the distributed parallelization takes effect providing a speed-up of 2.3 and 2.7 for the overall computation time and 5.7 and 5.0 for the reduction using four respectively eight nodes. Excluding the Eco 14 system the computation is most effective without SIMPLIFY and in particular for Cyclic 10 computations were not even possible with it due to memory overflows. Eco 14 is an counterexample because it is not possible to decrease the computation time using a distributed system. This is caused by the effectiveness of SIMPLIFY for the problem instance.
The crashed computations for Katsura 15 and for Cyclic 10 without SIMPLIFY with two nodes are caused by a not yet solved overflow in the MPI implementation if more than 512 MB have to be transfered in one operation. This does not happen with four or eight nodes because the matrix size for each node decreases by factor two respectively four.
At the end no distributed computation with SIMPLIFY is faster and hence it should be removed in further developments of distributed parallel algorithms for Gröbner bases computations. 
Conclusion
We have shown that the parallelization of the F4 algorithm can be expanded form a shared memory system to a cluster of distributed nodes providing a multiple of the computation power of a single system. This was primarily achieved by using column-based parallelism, removing the optional reduction and the SIMPLIFY function. It allowed us to solve larger input systems like Katsura 15 or Cyclic 10 almost three times faster using four or respectively eight distributed nodes. Some work is still required to optimize the speed-up and the communication of the nodes has to be improved to make solving of even larger problem instances possible.
